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INTRODUCTION 

This volume presents the case for fruitarianism through the voice 
of two of Its foremost exponents. 

Frultarlanlsm Is quite controversiial, especially as the medical and 
junk food Industries are aligned against It. 

The Junk food industries want )'Ou to follow the basic five food 
eating plan. Thefrthrust is to sell you their products. 

The foremost killer of our children is cancer. They are the victims 
of the junk food Industry! Some of 1!hem have never eaten any fruits 
orvegetables In the raw state. Junktfoods are all very carcinogenic on 
several counts: 

1. All are cookedl The derangud products of cooking are 
carcinogenic in themselves! 

2. Most cooked fare Is condlm1ented with such things as salt, 
vinegar, oregano, garlic (isothdocyanate), hot pepper (capsicum 
and cayenne), black and white pepper (piperlne), and 
numerous other carcinogenic herbs and spices. 

3. Heated oils as In flying are c:arcinogenlcl 
4. In the fifth category of foods promoted by the junk food 

Industry are such things as 1white sugar, oils, butter, syrups, 
jams, wines, beers and othe1r carcinogenic fare. 

5. All animal products are unwholesome, cooked or raw! 
This book not only Informs you albout our natural diet. but Its great 

beneficence In our !Ives. 
Our earth Is a dying earth with tmore than 50,000 acres per day 

belng added to our deserts! Almm;t all this Is occurring because of 
theworfd's Jove affair with disease-causing animal products, legumes 
and grains. 

If we all stopped using grains and animal products, destruction of 
our rain forests would cease. Gralni-growlng would no longer erode 
and deplete our soils. Instead, If wo ate fruits and vegetables, about 
85% of the world's lands would be retired to rebuild through 
remlneratlzatfon, plant wastes, and new tree growth. 

Frultarians can live well on about 1/14th of an acre of fruits and 
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vegetables, whereas conventional grain and animal product eaters 
require well over an acre per person. Worse yet, animal products, 
legumes, and grains are destroying the health of our people! Fruit 
eaters live In exuberant ｳｩ｣ｫｮ･ｳｬｾＭｦｲ･･＠ health! 

T. C. Fry 

HOW AND WHY I BIECAME A FRUITARIAN 
Byr. C. Fry 

Since boyhood I have been ｾＱｵｩ､･､＠ by this motto: 
'7ruth /s my handmaiden. Wh1erever she leads, there will I go." 
Another aspect of this dedilcation is another gufdeline that I 

observe: "It is incumbent upon me to follow the dictates of truth upon 
discovery." 

In 1970 I was a principal In a rt3COrding/mail order record/cassette 
club known as Musical Heritage Society. I was an avldfootballfan. On 
ThanksgMng Day in 1970 I arose at 6:00 AM and, In vfew of the long 
wait until the football game or evun before my family stirred, I decided 
to select some books from among several thousand that I had 
acquired over the years that I had never got around to reading. 

Among the six books that I ｳ･ｾ･｣ｴ･､＠ was Dr. Herbert M. Shelton's 
Superior Nutrition. I thought I wc1uld get that "old food faddist" out of 
the way first But I had no sooner gotten Into the Introductory material 
than I realized that I was ｲ･ ｡ ､ｬｮＱｾ＠ some starting truths! 

I spent the rest of that day residing and rereading that book. I was 
so c.aptivated I Ignored football :altogether. The following day I went 
out to about ten health food aind book stores. I bought over 400 
books, netting among them abo1ut three more books by Dr. Shelton. 

While following the program II lost from a roly poly 200 pounds at 
5'61 down to 126 pounds In about four months. Even though I was on 
a heavy exercise program, I still r:ost the weight. After being at 126 for 
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about three weeks, I started gafnlng1 weight on the very same diet with 
the very same regimen on which II had lost the weight. Within two 
months I was at an energetic and very strong 155 pounds. Now, 
twenty years later at 64 years of age, I look like a case of retarded 
development-I'm still very active and quite athletic. 

You may experience some very· uncomfortable symptoms If you 
undertake a frultarlan diet. Those who suffer symptoms, and about 
60% do, may experience weakn•s. nausea. dizziness, headaches, 
vomiting, gassiness, Itchiness, wa1tery and puffy eyes, and a variety 
of other discomforts. These symptoms evidence a massive house 
cleaning. When you make body Improvements, the body detoxifies, 
goes Into a catabollc stage (thus ｣ｾｵｳｩｮｧ＠ drastic weight loss), and 
begins needed repairs. However, 1wefght gain is usually not experi-
enced until detoxification Is more or less complete. Don't give up the 
all-fruit diet just because of these sifmptoms. On the other hand, you 
may wish to make a gradual chan!ge over a period of months, thus 
escaping some of the more Intense crises that can occur. 

In conjunction with a predomi111antly raw food dietary of mostly 
fruits, I started studying the sciences of health and nutrition In great 
depth from the beginning. I had to lmow the whyfore of every subject 
In which I took an Interest. 

In my researches, studies, and 1reflectlons, I came up with further 
truths that decreed frultarlanlsm an the only way of eating natural to 
humans. All non-fruit eating is a peirverslon, even though It may be of 
relatively Innocuous fare such a:s lettuce, celery, broccoli, kale, 
collards, cabbage, cauliflower, arid other vegetables that can be 
eaten raw. 

While vegetables are very poor fin our primary need. glucose. all of 
the above yielding none besides broccoli and caullftower, they are 
very rich In proteins, mlnerais and vitamins. 

We do not require vegetables In clUI' diet. Besides yielding practically 
none ct our most needed nutrient, glucose, the nutrients are unneeded. 
For If you eat sufficiently of fruits to meet your caloric needs, you'll 
simultaneously meet all your neE1ds for vitamins, mineral matter, 
amino acids (proteins), and essential fatty acids. 
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Why should you eat vegetablEIS at all If you don't llke them? If you 
meet all your needs from fruits, thlat Is enough. And enough Is all that 
you need; 

In this book you'll find the exciiting narrative of Ms. Essie Honlball 
who has been a frultarian for more than 30 years. 

In 1971 the frultarian movement was so rife In South Africa that the 
University of Pretoria undertook controlled studies of frultarianlsm. 
lllelr object was to destroy this fad. 

llle experiment was made amongst two control groups. Ms. 
Honlball participated in the study. llle health of each group was 
assessed at the beginning. One igroup continued to eat convention-
ally, and the other group undertcXJk a frultarian diet with some nuts. 

Well, some very remarkable things began to happen. llle control 
group living conventionally had n11any diseases and continued to get 
worse. llle control group on fruits had many of the same diseases. 
But instead of getting worse on the fruit diet, everyone started getting 
better! Before the experiment e111ded, the fruit-eating control group 
was practically free of disease. J\nd Ms. Honlball became a national 
celebrity Instead of a food faddl:st. She tells her story dramatically 
further along. 

Living On The AU-Fruit Diet In America 

In observing the all-fruit diet, I have had a broad variety of experi-
ences In supplying myself. 

And I've been through the gamut of criticisms. Many of my peer 
critics have died. Unfortunately, this has Included about ten of my 
brothers, a sister, aunts, uncles,, and In- laws. And It has Included 
such noted writers as Paavo J\frola (we had an ongoing feud), 
Hannah Allen, and James Fixx. Fboc had a love affair with conventional 
fare and wouldn't belleve me that he could be ruining himself by 
eating conventionally. Airola andl Allen both Insisted on cheese very 
heavily In their diet. Airola paid for this with a stroke that killed him at 
age 64. And Hannah Allen died •at age 81 Of cancer. 

All of them criticized me severely for advocatlng fruitarianlsm. 
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Airola and Allen made charges whh::h were responded to by some of 
my articles appearing herein. 

Analysis of My Diet 

Because I ate occasional salads, many have said I was a vegetar-
ian (meaning I was a vegetable eatm) and not a true fruitarian. Since 
the word vegetarian merely means an eater of foods that give rise to 
"llvellness," I am, lndeecf ,.a vegetaJian, but I also lay clalm to being a 
frultarfanl · 

I started assessing my eating and I came up with this: 
I eat about eight pounds of food dally. Its caloric content is about 

1,800 calories. That is adequate to meet my energy needs and 
maintain my weight. Of this Intake I eat of lettuce, nappa cabbage, 
cabbage and other vegetables about four to five times weekly. By 
weight, my average Intake per salad meal Is about two pounds or 32 
ounces. Of this, only five ounces of vegetables are taken, or a total of 
about 20 ounces per week! Most of my salads are of fruits! Such 
things as tomatoes, avocados, red! peppers, lemon Juice, grapefruit 
juice, cucumbers, tomatlllos, etc. constitute the bulk of my salads! 20 
to 25 ounces of greens orvegetablHs per week in a fruit diet weighing 
over 850 ounces amounts to less tlhan three per centl Even with the 
Intake of some nuts and seeds on occasion (about five pounds per 
year), I am still a frultarian. 

Getting fruits has never really been a problem. I eat most heavily In 
the year of bananas. They'realwayn available. I eat citrus fruit the year 
around. Likewise, I eat grapes and :apples most of the year. But I also 
eat strawberries and other berries, figs. mulberries, loquats, 
perslmmons, watermelons, cantaloupes, mangos, papayas, plums, 
paaches, apricots, and a host of other fruit, Including considerable of 
drfed fruits. My dried fruit eating consists of dates, raisins, figs, 
bananas, pineapple, peaches, apples, and other goodies. 

I've always been able to procum all that I've wanted In the way of 
fruits. I've never been In a Ｂ ｦｯｯ､ｬｾｾＢ＠ situation for lack of fruits. 

There are occasions when I've been offered dishes contrary to my 
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dietary. I always thank the offer1ee and voice my wish to eat what Is 
being offered: "I sure would like to tackle that, but I'm on a special diet 
and I don't dare." My hostess imirariably wants to know what she can 
get me and I usually end up eatiing luscious fruits! 

As a frultarfan you should havo no real difficulty supplylngyourseff. 
I find It no problem at all to load up on fruit at the super market and 
carry it with me on trips, even alrrplanes. \ 

Remember, what you buy wtt:h your dollars Is your vote for what 
you're buying. If you buy junk, ht wlll bring more junk to the market-
place. If you buy fruits and vegetables, your vote wlll bring more fruits 
and vegetables to the marketplace. 

Fruit eating Is the way to go because: 
1. Fruit Is absolutely essential to highest level health. 

Conventional eating results only In sicknesses, diseases, and 
Impaired performance leve1ls. 

2. Fruit eating saves our eartlh by reducing land usage by over 
90%1 Further, fruit growlng1 helps build, not destroy our sons. 

3. Conventional ways of eating are causing the desertification of 
our earth as well as disastrous soil erosion. 

I'm sure that which follows will Inspire you to undertake fruit eating 
as your primary fare. And, Inasmuch as you do not wish to suffer 
sicknesses and diseases, all th1a mandatory reasons you need are 
afforded as well 
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FORE\NORD 

I am sitting at my desk and in front of me are all the friendly let-
ters with enquiries about the friuit diet, a diet I have been fol-
lowing since 1958. 

There were enquiries in the past too, but whereas enquiries 
initially came from people wh() were surprised to hear that 
one could indeed live on fruit alone, that the food of Paradise is 
no longer a fairy tale or allegory, that the housewife of the 
future can look forward to les;s household drudgery, better 
health for herself and her family, and a more economical way 
of life, the enquiries are now coming from people who have 
already embarked upon the gr1eat adventure of rejuvenation, 
renewal and a return to the natural food which Nature so 
richly provides. 

However, to change habits which are so deeply rooted as 
are our eating habits, habits wihich originated so far back in 
our past and have become pant of us physically, psychologic-
ally and socially, requires fait11 and daring. 

I am not surprised at all the ｾｾｮｱｵｩｲｩ･ｳ＠ from people who are 
looking for knowledge, advice and comradeship. Moral sup-
port and company are more thain welcome, as this road "back 
to the food of Eden" is still fairly unknown and not without its 
challenges. 

The reader should bear in nnind that what I am writing is 
personal and subjective, and arises out of my own experience 
and that of others on the diet with whom I have been in touch 
through the years. I am no scieintist; nor am I an authority on 
the subject of fruit as a human fc::>od. I am not a doctor who can 
heal the sick, and I cannot prescribe remedies or make predic-
tions. I can only share my experience of the diet with you and 
offer suggestions. If these am of value to you, I shall be 
pteased. 

As a desperate person I had to venture to be able to gain, 
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but to me the fruit diet was no1 short cut to health or happiness. 
Without self-examination, di:scipline and hard work I would 
not have achieved the resullts and enjoyed the health I now 
enjoy. 

It is very gratifying to see how much interest there is today 
in this way of life. I ｡ｰｰｲ･｣ｩ｡ｴｅｾ＠ all the letters, and I hope I suc-
ceed in giving vision and pempective to a subject which is still 
new and strange to many. 
Essie Honiball 
28 Jordaan Street 
Rawsonville 
January 1979 
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CHAPliER 1 

How I becamt! a fruiteater 

One does not easily cast aside ｅｾｳｴ｡｢ｬｩｳｨ･､＠ habits almost over-
night and venture into new fields. This is precisely what I did 
in 1958 when I, after a three-day water fast, started living on 
fresh fruit and nuts. That was twenty years ago, and I have 
never regretted the step. 

One does not do such things without good reason. My 
reason was that I was desperate. The cause of my despera-
tion is a long story of intense suffering over which I have long 
since drawn a veil. Suffice it to say that in 1958 my life had 
reached a very low ebb and that I was a physical and mental 
wreck. Good health and happiness evaded me and there was 
no relief in sight. The fruit diet was simply a final straw which I 
grasped in a moment of despair, little knowing how drastically 
that desperate deed would affect my life. 

The name of Cornelius Valke1nburg de Villiers-Dreyer plays 
a major part in my story. Althou1gh he was a South African by 
birth, he spent much of his life abroad, where he worked tire-
lessly at his great life's task, human nutrition. This remarkable 
man was not a trained scientist, but he had a superior mind 
and extraordinary powers of perception. 

He was already 76 years old when I met him through a 
member of his family Mrs. Ge1rtrude Rorke. He was a fine 
example of what the fruit diet could do for one and this, more 
than words, persuaded me to adopt the diet. In spite of ad-
vanced years he showed no ｳｩＱｾｮ＠ of "age", either physical or 
mental. He was dynamic and fit. I was subsequently married 
to him and until his sudden death after a fall and a brain hae-
morrhage, I never once saw this vital man out of sorts, de-
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pressed or ill. It I was impressed by his ｰｨｹｳｩ｣ｾＡ＠ health, I was 
even more so by his honesty, 'courage, determination, serenity 
and mental clarity. It was not at all difficult for me to place my 
life in the hands of such a person. 

A coincidence led to my lbecoming the guinea·pig for a 
unique experiment which was destined to make a break· 
through for the fruit diet. At ｴｨ･ｾ＠ time that I sought his help, Cor· 
nelius was living in isolation, totally immersed in the formula-
tion of a hypothesis at which! he worked throughout his life. 
Fate probably decreed that when the experiment was ready 
to be conducted, a suitable human guinea-pig would come to 
the fore, someone who was prepared to offer herself and 
submit to relentless discipline for such a long-term experiment 
on a diet of fruit. 

In those years something of this kind was totally unheard of, 
both socially and scientifically·. It was "evil". Cornelius de Vil-
liers-Dreyer took no chances. To him it was a serious matter 
and he knew exactly what he! wanted to do and why. Every-
thing was planned to the mintUtest detail and the preparatory 
work had been done. He had by then already tested the diet 
on himself and others, with ta1vourable results. These results 
were equally favourable. His knowledge had been acquired 
over a long lifetime of observation. He, as no doubt few other 
pioneers before and after him, believed in the excellence of 
fruit as a human food and endeavoured almost fanatically to 
prove this. No resistance, of whatever kind, would have 
stopped him. 

Cornelius de Villiers-Dreye1r was not interested in money, 
and did not profess to be a doctor. He helped all who came to 
him with their problems and in so doing added to his know· 
ledge of the diet. 

When I joined the experimeint, I was in a precarious state of 
health. I was already so weak: that it was only with the great-
est effort that I could do my job (I was, ironically enough, a lec-
turer in physical and health education at a teacher's training 
college). Although I had been cured of tuberculosis, my body 
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was wasting away like a diseas,ed plant and I could do noth-
ing to halt this process. Part of my prob! em was that I had 
taken medicine over a long period of time and, no matter what 
diet I tried, my deterioration nemained alarming. My mass 
dropped to below danger point, my vi1ality was a cause for 
concern and I was plaged by troublesome pains, nausea, skin 
rashes, insomnia and loss of appetite. 

When I started the fruit diet, I was of course unaware of 
Cornelius's experiment. I ｳｩｭｰｬｾｴ＠ wanted to be released from 
my misery, as it was no joy to have to waste away so slowly 
and so painfully. After a three-clay fast, during which I drank 
two glasses of distilled water every hour, I took my first step 
on the long road, and from then onwards fruit and nuts would 
be my diet, with no medication and no vitamin preparations. 

Those weeks were the most 1trying. Instead of making pro-
gress, I became weaker and m)t mass dropped right down to 
31,3 kg. I was just skin and boneis and looked like the victim of 
a concentration camp. I fainted regularly and when I wanted 
to get up out of a chair I fell flat ion my face. It was impossible 
for me to climb stairs, until Cornelius taught me the secret of 
correct breathing. My ears sang and pains came and went 
throughout my body. At times cramps made my body go rigid 
from head to toes, but Cornelius had an answer to every prob-
lem. 

I was very clearly a case for !hospitalisation and not some-
one who should be working at a responsible job. But I obsti-
nately .refused to go to bed for, iif I did so, the diet, which had 
become an obsession with me, would have failed. My family 
and friends were ready to take me to hospital, and I knew that 
this kind of diet, because of its eictremeness and the fact that it 
was unknown, would simply not be tolerated by them. I there-
fore had to keep going, at all cos1ts. In that crisis hour I learnt to 
pray and fast. My diet consisted of three fruits a day, one every 
seven hours. Apart from that, I had only water and more 
water. Naturally, I still craved thu old, favourite foods to which 
my body had been accustomed for so many years. I used to 
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These two photographs of the author show her, left, just before she 
changed to a fruit diet. The photograph on the right was taken a year 

f81ter. 

enviously watch people in cafes enjoying that were denied 
me. But the rules of the experiment were unalterable and 
there was absolutely no ques1tion of taking liberties. Cornelius 
showed no mercy to himself and even less to me. To him his 
whole life's work was at stake, and for me it was my very life. 

It was with the greatest earnestness that he watched over 
me and taught me daily to stay on my feet until the next time I 
could see him. I learnt the value of oxygen, and saw how 
much strength it enabled me to develop. I had to do breathing 
exercises each day from the l!ime I awoke until I went to bed. 
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This was even more important than the food I ate. With the 
help of breathing exercises I was able to do my job, albeit with 
great effort; but I was not abseint from work for a single day. 

After a month I was still very weak, but the worst was over 
and my unsightly skin rash and sinus pains had disappeared. 
This meant progress and gave me courage for what lay 
ahead. The miracle of the diet was, however, that I could 
indeed keep going in this condition. 

In the course of time the reac:tions which must of necessity 
accompCiny such a sudden change of diet diminished and oc-· 
curred less frequently, until they disappeared after a few 
years. According to Cornelius's hypothesis my bloodstream 
had been purged of the substances (or "misplaced material", 
as Cornelius called it) that had polluted it and caused my ill-
ness, and my body with increasingly positive results started 
functioning on the new fuel and building material it was being 
given. 

To rebuild a sick and degenerated body, as mine was in 
1958, on a diet of fruit and nuts only, was no easy task and 
could not be accomplished in a day; but the miracle was that 
this product was able to halt 1the progressive degeneration 
and start a process of regeneration. 

After Cornelius and I had be1en married, he withdrew me 
from normal life and in my isollation I was transtormed. Not 
only did I acquire a new body, but also a new outlook on life, 
for what is the use of having a healthy body when there is still 
lovelessness, depression and despair in one's heart? 

There, in undefiled nature, away from society's complexi-
ties, I found my direction in life and made a new start. It sur-
prised me how little there was in my life which did not need to 
be reformed radically. Far away from any association with the 
things I ｾ｡､＠ been used to all my life, and free from any tempta-
tion, Cornelius could teach me1 the joys of the fruit diet. 

Later on my sleeping pattern and my appetite returned to 
normal. In fact, my appetite wais so good that I was embar-
rassed about the amount of fruit I could eat. I was also able to 
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mix fruit and eat my fill of fruit such as avocado pears, which 
had initially been too oily, or pineapple, which had stung my 
mouth af first. My mass ｳｴ｡ｲｴＱｾ＠ increasing. So, whereas I had 
at first lost mass on the fruit diet, I, without changing my diet, 
started regaining mass. I could walk almost normally and 
climb stairs more easily. Most of my discomfort and pain had 
disappeared. 

A year later, when I return1ed to my family and friends, they 
could hardly believe their eyHs. The person who had greeted 
them a year previously had been a living wreck who had been 
deeply depressed. Now she was in excellent health, full of 
vitality, suntanned, full of the ;joys of life and looked a good ten 
years younger! 

When my husband passed! away at the age of 78 years on 
the 11th of August 1961 , I was deeply immersed in his 
thoughts and strivings. On hi:s deathbed I promised him that I 
would keep up the experime1nt until it attracted scientific inte-
rest, even if this took a whole lifetime to achieve. That was his 
last wish, and I am grateful that I could fulfil the wish of a cour-
ageous pioneer. 

Thanks to Cornelius I was at that time fully equipped to deal 
with any problem which might arise. He left no aspect of the 
road ahead untouched and I was schooled in selfdiscipline as 
never before in my life. If it had not been for that, I would not 
have been here today to te!H this story. 

l owe my recovery to Cornelius de Villiers-Dreyer and his 
knowledge of the fruit diet. What I achieved was largely 
achieved through his knowledge and ideas. 

On the 12th of August 195·1 the pioneer of the fruit diet was 
laid to rest in a modest grave .. Only ten years later was his last 
wish fully realised. Through tlhe agency of Prof. B.J. Meyer of 
the University of Pretoria a1nd his research team, human 
guinea-pigs who followed tlhe fruit diet were scientifically 
studied, with results which l1ave already been published. 

Those were years of great challenge. I was alone and had 
to return from my life of isolattion to a more normal existence, 
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A recent photograph of the author. 
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where I soon discovered tha1t my eating habits did not meet 
with approval scientifically or socially. I also had to be confron-
ted again with temptation, fo1r one's body still craves the old 
food to which it was ｦｯｲｭ･ｲｬｾｲ＠ accustomed, and not the new 
food to which it still has to become fully accustomed. 

I could write volumes on those years, full of anecdotes 
about incidents that were amusing or frustrating. Scientists' 
opinions varied, but all of thcem warned me to abandon my 
crazy diet, and held up everything from deficiency diseases to 
decalcification of the bone aB the possible consequences of 
my diet. 

At times temptation overwhelmed me, so that I recklessly 
started eating other foods. At such times my Willpower disap-
peared and my body hungered for everything I had almost for-
gotten. By fasting and even, ()nce, by spending some time ih 
the mountains, I came to my s.enses and could resume the ex-
periment. 

But those problems were nothing compared with my social 
problems. The reactions whi1ch my strange and "abnormal" 
diet and behaviour evoked varied from shock to indignation, 
and from frustration to disbelit9f. At best people tolerated their 
eccentric guest. Imagine how a hostess feels when one of her 
guests does not touch a thing1, from the hors-d'oeuvres to the 
dessert. The reactions of shock, ridicule and derision which I 
unleashed wherever I went, caused me all kinds of insur-
mountable frustrations. At first: I tried to justify myself. One can 
do this for a month or even a year, but it soon becomes a 
nightmare and one decides rather to say nothing. Then I kept 
myself apart, but the harder I trried, the more I became a talking 
point. 

Social withdrawal and isolation were inevitable for in social 
life being able to join in the conversation is not enough for ｾ｣ﾭ
ceptance; one also has to join in the activities of the group and, 
due to the strict rules of the 1axperiment, it was just not pos-
sible, even on isolated occasions, for me to conform. Social 
isolation started taking its toll and I became the victim of psy-
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chosomatic disturbances. I was like a child whose examin-
ation fears brought on an attack of asthma. I developed pains 
and nausea through fear of S()Cial challenges. 

You might be able .to imagine! what a glad day it was in my 
life when Prof. B.J. Meyer took me under the wing of science, 
for the tests not only held great benefits for mankind, but also 
released me from loneliness, frustration and tension. There-
fore, when I returned to earth as; a kind of Rip van Winkle after 
the tests, I was surprised to find that the social climate had 
changed completely and that it was no longer strange for 
anyone to live on fruit and raw foods. So many others had also 
adopted this diet. 

I also made other interesting discoveries. I could, for 
example, stop again once I had eaten ordinary food. There 
were no longer any cravings ftor my old diet. My body had 
completely accepted the fruit diet. In fact, I was deeply disap-
pointed in the old diet, for compared with the sweet and poig-
nant taste of fruit, it no longer appealed to me. I also started 
longing for the simplicity of the fruit diet and when symptoms 
such as a sore throat and headaches reappeared, I there and 
then decided to continue with tlhe fruit diet. I also decided to 
become more flexible in order t() live within the bounds of the 
times I was living in. 

Today I still live virtually exclusively on fruit. My present hus-
band was kind enough to join nne as a fruit eater rather than 
endure his eccentric wife's coioking. And wherever we go, 
fruit is laid on for us, and we in turn do our best to make the 
adjustments necessary for social acceptance. 

Extract from a talk given duri'ng the second anniversary of 
the birth of the fruit industry on Saturday, 23 August 1975, at 
the Fruit and Fruit Technology Research Institute, Stellen-
bosch. 
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